Dispase, a Neutral Protease From *Bacillus Polymyxa*, Is a Powerful Fibronectinase and Type IV Collagenase
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Dispase, a neutral protease isolated from culture filtrates of *Bacillus polymyxa*, has proven to be a rapid, effective, but gentle agent for separating intact epidermis from the dermis and intact epithelial sheets in culture from the substratum. In both cases it effects separation by cleaving the basement membrane zone region while preserving the viability of the epithelial cells. Because it is not known what or where in the basement membrane zone Dispase cleaves, we set up studies to define its substrate specificity. Using purified basement membrane components and sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis we show that Dispase cleaves fibronectin and type IV collagen, but not laminin, type V collagen, serum albumin, or transferrin. The action of Dispase on collagen appears to be selective for type IV collagen in that several stable degradation products are formed, whereas the enzyme degrades type I collagen only minimally. In newborn human skin, as seen by electron microscopy, Dispase removes the lamina densa, rich in type IV collagen, but preserves the anchoring fibrils (structures known to contain type VII collagen) and the epidermal cells. Because its action is so selective, it suggests that Dispase can serve as a powerful tool for dissecting epithelial–mesenchymal interactions. *J Invest Dermatol* 93:287–290, 1989

Earlier studies have demonstrated that Dispase, a neutral protease from *Bacillus polymyxa*, cleaves the basement membrane zone (BMZ) of the skin, sharply separating the epidermis from the dermis [1]. What in the BMZ is cleaved has not been further characterized. To define the substrate specificity of Dispase we have studied its action on various purified components of the BMZ by polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) electrophoresis and its site of cleavage within the BMZ of newborn skin by electron microscopy. This study indicates that type IV collagen, fibronectin, and lamina densa of skin are particularly sensitive, whereas laminin, type V collagen, and anchoring fibrils, which contain type VII collagen [2], are resistant to this enzyme.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Reagents** All chemicals were of reagent grade or better; water was single or double distilled. Dispase, type II from *Bacillus polymyxa*, was obtained from Boehringer-Mannheim (Mannheim, F.R.G.), type I collagen (Vitrogen) from Collagen Corporation (Palo Alto, CA), and bovine serum albumin, collagenase (from *Clostridium histolyticum*), and transferrin from Sigma Chem. Co. (St Louis, MO).

Other proteins were prepared as previously described: type IV [3], type V collagen [4], laminin [5], and plasma fibronectin [6].

**Electrophoresis** Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)–PAGE electrophoresis, under reducing conditions, was used in all experiments after the method of Laemmli [7] with 6% or 12.5% acrylamide gels. Protein bands were visualized by Coomassie Blue staining. Protein transblotting to nitrocellulose filters was performed as previously described [8]. Polyclonal antitype IV collagen antibody was prepared, purified, and characterized as described by Roll et al [3]. The secondary antibody was peroxidase-labeled (Cappel, Malvern, PA) goat antirabbit and used at a dilution of 1:2000.

**Enzyme Reactions** The test proteins were incubated with Dispase or clostridial collagenase at a substrate: enzyme concentration ratio of 10:1 in calcium–magnesium free (CMF) Tyrodes solution or with an equivalent volume of buffer alone for 15–18 h at 4°C. All enzyme reactions were stopped by the addition of sample buffer and heat [7].

**Electron Microscopy** Newborn foreskin was cleaned of subcutaneous tissue, laid flat onto paper towels (dermis side down), and incubated in Dispase (10 mg/ml, CMF Tyrodes, 4°C, 6 h). The specimens were fixed in aldehyde overnight at 4°C, as described previously [9]. Subsequently, they were osmicated in the presence of potassium ferrocyanide (1.5%) and embedded in epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl and lead ions.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Dispase, a neutral protease crystallized from the culture filtrate of *Bacillus polymyxa* [10], is active in serum but not inactivated by metal-binding reagents (e.g., EDTA) [11]. Electrophoresis of a commercial Dispase preparation reveals a single protein component of Mapp 41 kD (Fig 1). In biologic research, Dispase has proven to be very useful to prepare epidermal sheets from intact skin as well as from confluent epidermal cell cultures [1]. Treatment with Dispase causes separation of the epidermis from the dermis at the BMZ.
while concomitantly preserving epidermal cell viability and intercellular attachments. Moreover, in contrast to trypsin, it effects the separation of the epithelial sheet without dissociating the individual keratinocytes.

The protein specificity of Disperse within the BMZ was investigated using purified BMZ components and SDS-PAGE electrophoresis (Fig 2). The conditions of incubation were identical to those routinely used in preparing epidermal sheets from whole skin (i.e., 15–18 h of incubation in the cold at 4°C in CMF Tyrodes).

Within the limits of this approach the electrophoretic pattern shows that Disperse is not a broad-spectrum protease as it produces no apparent effect on the mobility of serum albumin, transferrin, laminin, or type V collagen (Fig 2). Some degradation of type I collagen was observed, but the major bands remained intact. In contrast, the major fibronectin doublet was completely degraded, giving rise to five stable derivatives.

Disperse completely degraded the beta and gamma aggregation forms (and higher oligomers in the stacking gel) of type IV collagen and showed a greater proteolytic effect on the alpha-2 subunit than on the alpha-1 subunit. Two prominent and stable degradation products were formed: a densely staining doublet of Mapp 105 kD and a lighter staining, more diffuse band of Mapp 80 kD. In reduced type IV collagen samples, which have greatly diminished oligomeric forms, incubation with Disperse was also found to degrade the alpha-1 and alpha-2 subunits, producing the same stable 105- and 80-kD degradation products (data not shown). To test if the 105-kD product actually arose from type IV collagen, the band was transfblotted and stained with a rabbit polyclonal antibody to type IV collagen. As shown in Figure 3 all the degradation products were stained with this antibody. Chemical evidence that the 105-kD product is a collagen was obtained after isolation of this derivative by the transblot technique of Matsudaira [12]. By amino acid analysis it contains 33% glycine and 8% proline. Type IV collagen exposed to Disperse at 37°C for 2 h showed an identical degradation pattern (data not shown), supporting the conclusion that the collagenolytic specificity observed is a prominent characteristic of this enzyme preparation and not a minor reaction apparent only at 4°C. That the action of Disperse differs from clostridial collagenase is shown (Fig 2b, lane IVB).
Figure 3. Antitype IV collagen staining of Dispase-hydrolyzed type IV collagen. Under the same conditions as described in Figure 2, Dispase-hydrolyzed type IV collagen was electrophoresed, transblotted to nitrocellulose, and stained as previously reported [8]. The antitype IV collagen antibody stain reveals that all the hydrolyzed products are antigenically type IV collagen, including the prominent 105-kD product (large arrowhead) and the more diffuse 80-kD product (small arrowhead). The dot marks the alpha-1 chain.

If Dispase acts on type IV collagen, then its action within the BMZ should localize to the lamina densa where the majority of type IV collagen is found [13]. Ultrastructural studies bear out this conclusion. As seen in Figure 4, Dispase removes the lamina densa but preserves epithelial cell morphology. The specificity of this collagenolytic activity is for type IV collagen, underscored by the preservation of type VII collagen [2], as manifest by the intact anchoring fibrils projecting into the base of the Dispase-induced blister (Fig 4d).

That Dispase affects predominantly the larger aggregation forms of type IV collagen is interesting and may play a significant role in its action on tissues, i.e., the cross-link regions of the molecule may be the most Dispase-sensitive. Work in progress on the peptide specificity of Dispase should yield some insight into the specific chemical mechanism of action of this enzyme on BMZ structures.

The correlation between the fibronectinase activity of Dispase and the tissue cleavage site is more difficult to explain. Although fibronectin is more apparent in the epidermal BMZ during wound repair and development [14,15], it is reported to be present in small amounts in the lamina lucida and about the anchoring fibrils of adult

Figure 4. Electron micrographs of the basement membrane zone in the human newborn foreskin before and after exposure to Dispase. a: Control specimen (time 0) shows an intact BMZ (K, basal keratinocyte of epidermis; D, dermis; arrow, anchoring fibrils; arrowheads, lamina densa of basal lamina). b–d: Experimental specimens (6 h incubation with Dispase), derived from adjacent ultrathin sections, show absence of the basal lamina in the BMZ, the epidermis and dermis still adhering in spots (b) and separated elsewhere (c,d); preservation of anchoring fibrils and their association with the dermal component of split skin (d vs c); and optimal preservation of basal keratinocytes (K, b, and c). Micrographs c and d originate from the same electron-negative and represent, respectively, the top (epidermis) and bottom (dermis) of a zone of detachment approximately 2 µm wide. (Bars = 0.5 µm.)
healthy skin [16,17]. Whether this minimal amount of BMZ fibronectin is structurally inherent or simply a contaminant from serum has not been resolved. That fibronectin may play a role in promoting cell adhesion to type IV collagen may, however, be relevant to the observed suppression of follicular epithelial growth after Dispace exposure [Link et al, submitted for publication].

Baseline membrane phenomena, including epithelial mesenchymal interactions, are very complex. Having tools that specifically dissect these interactions will lead to a deeper understanding of these interactions. Dispace is one such tool.
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